
Q1 On a scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high), how would you rate the conference?
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Q2 On a scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high), to what degree were the keynote
sessions useful, inspirational, and/or relevant:
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Q3 On a scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high), to what degree were the concurrent
sessions beneficial?

Answered: 97 Skipped: 2
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Q4 What concurrent session provided the most useful information and
why?

Answered: 81 Skipped: 18

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Trends in OSPI Special education complaints as it assists me in identifying and correcting
common missteps.

8/13/2018 10:22 AM

2 I have no opinion at this time. 8/10/2018 9:08 PM

3 The session regarding how districts are implementing MTSS, because it gave some practical
strategies and information

8/9/2018 1:14 PM

4 The presenter for the restraint/isolation was really good and knowledgeable. Retaining special
education teachers also provided me with some useful suggestions.

8/9/2018 1:04 PM

5 NPA 8/9/2018 11:02 AM

6 1. Unlocking Federal and State Program Funds to Support Student Success, because it provided
practical application in ways to braid funding. 2. OSPI: Special Education: Results and Trends in
Monitoring and Citizen Complaints, because it provided practical application to those in the field.

8/9/2018 9:42 AM

7 Restraint and Isolation session 8/8/2018 4:37 PM

8 MTSS - there were two of them I found worthwhile. 8/8/2018 1:53 PM

9 The session on Transitions. I took away and will utilize the info on bringing in peer mentors into the
self contained room.

8/8/2018 9:10 AM

10 The ones on compliance and law 8/7/2018 3:04 PM

11 the mediation one from Tania 8/7/2018 2:59 PM

12 Leveraging Leadership was helpful. It provided a good framework at how to proactively work as
District Special Education Directors to create positive change in your district and state.

8/7/2018 2:11 PM

13 SEL 8/7/2018 12:25 PM

14 UDL 8/7/2018 9:21 AM

15 Sex Ed - I feel like this is an area where we are failing our students in Special Education. 8/7/2018 9:03 AM

16 UDL and the one on new ideas for Transition services. UDL was important because it is equally
pertinent to SPED and Gen Ed.

8/6/2018 6:17 PM

17 East Valley Spokane's presentation on their STAR program. We are looking at doing something
similar. I appreciated hearing what they have done, why, and the successes/struggles they have
incurred.

8/6/2018 4:41 PM

18 Inclusion works for Everyone session Outlined practices/steps clearly. Three presenters who were
passionate.

8/6/2018 4:19 PM

19 Restraint and Isolation - Collyer 8/6/2018 4:04 PM

20 Session on assessment 8/6/2018 1:48 PM

21 Collyer's presentation on "Restraint and Isolation: Shifting the Focus to Prevention" was, by far,
the strongest breakout session for me. He is a strong and engaging facilitator who gave us
straight-forward, useful content. I'm hoping to contact Lee Collyer to do a similar presentation in
our school district.

8/6/2018 1:27 PM

22 Measurable annual goals alignment 8/6/2018 1:15 PM

23 The isolation/restraint presentation was excellent - the speaker was engaging and the content,
relevant. I appreciated learning what other districts are doing (ie: the parent engagement
presentation by Sound Options/Pasco) as it helps me as I am dealing with the same issues in my
district.

8/6/2018 12:37 PM
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24 That is tough because the breakout sessions that I attended were theory based and did not have a
lot of depth or practical application to small rural schools where teachers can not be the experts on
everything. Data is great but for small schools it is often student based and student controlled.
Small schools are in the minority but a group or session dealing with districts that have less than
500 special education students would be beneficial.

8/6/2018 12:18 PM

25 I attended several sessions related to MTSS and all were useful to me. 8/6/2018 11:31 AM

26 UDL 8/6/2018 11:30 AM

27 I appreciated the social emotional learning session, and the one on restraint and isolation. Also the
state data one.

8/6/2018 11:15 AM

28 The session on partnering with private facilities. Good resources. 8/6/2018 10:18 AM

29 Spokane's measurable annual goals 8/6/2018 10:06 AM

30 I felt there were two sessions which provided the most useful information. The first was the
retaining staff session because this is a huge area of concern in our district and I feel I walked
away with ideas on how to help retain the staff we have. The second was the session on citizen
complaints. As a district, we have had an increase in this area and it is something I needed to
better understand as a new Director.

8/6/2018 9:56 AM

31 Citizen Complaints was helpful in order to understand trends and more in depth information about
the response to disputes.

8/6/2018 9:51 AM

32 The speaker on SEL (Dr. Brownwell) was most helpful. Some of my colleagues were displeased,
but I think that this is because they are used to being "entertained" by speakers. I think that it
would be helpful to reframe/set some norms at the beginning of next year's conference that
learning from scholars is different than listening to others- and we only have about 75 minutes to
listen to them. Perhaps we could have longer sessions with them?

8/6/2018 9:40 AM

33 Legislative lobbying day CEC/CAID team cant remember the title. it was great discussion and
inspired me to be more involved

8/6/2018 9:36 AM

34 Highline's presentation on inclusion was highly valuable, as we are working with elementary
schools on increasing their knowledge and implementation of inclusive practices. We look forward
to connecting with the McMicken team to schedule visits for staff and building administrators.

8/6/2018 9:00 AM

35 I was at our State Needs Project table so didn't go to any sessions. 8/6/2018 9:00 AM

36 Restraint and Isolation: Shifting the Focus to Prevention OSPI Special Education: Results and
Trends in Monitoring and Citizen Complaints

8/6/2018 9:00 AM

37 Transition Services: Resources, Results and Updates. I am new to supporting the transitional
programs and being provided resources and updates was very useful for me.

8/6/2018 8:52 AM

38 How Spokane turned around it's Measurable Annual goals and IEP compliance. It was very
practical. # 2 would be the one on Citizen's complaints. The SpEd director of Richland was
AWESOME

8/6/2018 8:52 AM

39 Results and trends in citizen complaints. 8/6/2018 8:52 AM

40 Restraint and Isolation: Shifting the Focus to Prevention by Lee Collyer. His presentation was very
useful and full of information and tools to help us navigate what we are hearing from teachers and
how to respond as we shift the focus in our own district.

8/6/2018 8:38 AM

41 State assessment - up-to-date information Legal Summit- gave strategies to use to garner support
for SpEd

8/6/2018 8:25 AM

42 Federal and state program funds--still want to know answer to question about a paraprofessional
paid thru sped, serving a group of student where two are with sped services and three others are
there for intervention. Is this compliant for audit purposes?

8/6/2018 8:19 AM

43 UDL - They provided relevant information in an engaging format. 8/6/2018 8:15 AM

44 The pre-conference panel discussion from veteran SPED directors 8/5/2018 1:19 PM

45 UDL - the presenters provided the framework and made it doable. Looking forward to advanced
sessions in the future.

8/5/2018 1:15 PM

46 WISM review, as I can apply it immediately 8/4/2018 7:09 PM

47 Restraint and Isolation from Lee Collyer was impactful on how and why practices need to change 8/4/2018 8:55 AM
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48 Assessment due to minor changes that I wasn't aware of. 8/4/2018 8:35 AM

49 Retention of new Sped teachers 8/4/2018 8:14 AM

50 Lee Collier - Restraint and Isolation: helpful info for changing the thinking, and subsequent
responses, around students’ disrruptive behaviors.

8/4/2018 6:52 AM

51 The legislative action session was great. I think we should be more active in advocacy. It would
be great to get everyone signed up for CEC and CASE.

8/4/2018 6:51 AM

52 Isolation and restraint ; presenter was engaging. loved how he focused on shifting adults' beliefs
and how to teach students with behaviors.

8/3/2018 11:24 PM

53 Katie Fosnick gave an excellent presentation on using SBA interim assessments in targeted
schools!

8/3/2018 10:27 PM

54 Restraint and Isolation with Lee Collyer was a useful session because I felt the information he
provided was very important for all educators to have, I could see how I could relay this
information to staff immediately, and they could implement some of these strategies in September.

8/3/2018 7:03 PM

55 Leveraging leadership - it demonstrated opportunities for collaboration 8/3/2018 5:15 PM

56 I was unable to attend on Thursday, the PAVE/Open Doors was more about services then
strategies.

8/3/2018 4:39 PM

57 Probably the session on braided funding....but I wish that there were better guidelines and
processes in place so that this type of funding could be better utilized.

8/3/2018 4:13 PM

58 I attended 4 sessions and found them all helpful....will follow up with presenters to get more info 8/3/2018 4:05 PM

59 The legislative advocacy was a wonderful overview of key issues and how to get more involved. 8/3/2018 3:40 PM

60 Retaining SpEd Teachers- It was helpful to think of creative ways to support new SpEd teachers
and to really look at challenges facing new SpEd teachers, such as location of classrooms,
challenging make up of students, lack of voice for advocacy due to conditional certifications, and
removing some of these barriers. Transitional Services, Resources, Results, Updates- I am
starting my administrative internship with all of my experience being at the elementary level. I really
appreciated learning more about transition as well as resources and the upcoming t-folio.

8/3/2018 3:24 PM

61 Student Centered Planning 8/3/2018 3:24 PM

62 State assessments and Special Education made clear the testing changes and how we implement
them. SEL gave a great overview and ideas for implementing.

8/3/2018 3:18 PM

63 All things regarding Mtss for behavior and academics dismissing the general and special education
silos. Fantastic examples regarding inclusive practices for all children.

8/3/2018 2:54 PM

64 Developing Systems: Aligning SBA interim assessments- it was nice to see a school district plan to
support SWD not based primarily on the back of the Special Ed dept.

8/3/2018 2:45 PM

65 I enjoyed all the sessions I attended. The topics were relevant and timely. 8/3/2018 2:43 PM

66 MTSS good info, rigorous session 8/3/2018 2:05 PM

67 The East Valley School District's presentation on their transition program. They gave solid
information and useful takeaways for me to bring back to my district.

8/3/2018 2:04 PM

68 I wish that the concurrent sessions went a little deeper with information. Unfortunately, allowing
everyone to ask questions throughout the session prevented the presenters from doing anything
more than a glossing of information.

8/3/2018 1:55 PM

69 UDL. Universal Design for leaning on Friday.U 8/3/2018 1:42 PM

70 DBI as SDI. Most relevant to my district and my current role. 8/3/2018 1:18 PM

71 The sessions I attended felt like presenters selling their goods. It was not a good use of time for
administrators who have been around for awhile. Many sessions seemed geared toward the
teacher population, not admin.

8/3/2018 12:30 PM

72 Inclusion works for everyone with altos and Cinda was the absolute best breakout session. They
were so knowledgeable and helpful with information that pertained to everyone, not a specific
area.

8/3/2018 12:24 PM

73 Transition 8/3/2018 12:24 PM
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74 Transition with Cinda, Kris & Tania 8/3/2018 12:23 PM

75 Transition Services / Developing Systems: SBA Assessment to IEPs 8/3/2018 12:02 PM

76 UDL 8/3/2018 11:53 AM

77 HLPS can bring it back to districts and begin to immediately impact instructional practice and
student outcomes. Also Presentation from Bill Rasplica

8/3/2018 11:41 AM

78 Citizen Complaint Session (friday) 8/3/2018 11:40 AM

79 OSPI Special Education: Results and Trends in Monitoring and Citizen Complaints. Very relevant
information that all Sped Directors need to improve our practice.

8/3/2018 11:07 AM

80 I appreciate the sessions from directors in the state talking about their districts and projects. I
especially appreciated the Leveraging Leadership session.

8/3/2018 11:06 AM

81 BEST was great. most related to what my job responsibilities are for the next year. 8/3/2018 11:05 AM
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Q5 What topics should be included next year?
Answered: 70 Skipped: 29

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Support for tenured but struggling staff (teachers). 8/13/2018 10:22 AM

2 No suggestions at this time. 8/10/2018 9:08 PM

3 more about MTSS 8/9/2018 1:04 PM

4 We need a deeper understanding of HLP. 8/9/2018 9:42 AM

5 not sure. 8/8/2018 4:37 PM

6 Perhaps workshops with like sized districts. Just an idea. 8/8/2018 1:53 PM

7 Classroom curriculum development that supports the general ed classroom and Common Core.
We are struggling with the IEP goals (addressing them) and supporting the students in the general
ed class. On going argument with the teachers on what to do first. A session for all on the new
laws. I heard that there's been a big change around attendance for example and would have loved
to hear it. As a small district there are few many doing many jobs and more information is better.
I'd like to see a session on serving SpEd in a small district and how to do that with limited
resources. That could be for directors or for all. More angles to look the issue the better for us
small district people.

8/8/2018 9:10 AM

8 More legal updates. I also appreciated the panel experiences. 8/7/2018 3:04 PM

9 More leadership specific focus items. More restraint/isolation and SEL items. 8/7/2018 2:11 PM

10 I wish the law that is on the pre-conference day would be offered on the Thursday or Friday 8/7/2018 12:25 PM

11 Learner engagement and providing access to the core for swd 8/7/2018 9:21 AM

12 Sessions on instructional models that are working and specific examples. 8/7/2018 7:29 AM

13 Co-teaching and general education classroom adaptations for SWD. 8/6/2018 6:17 PM

14 HS Transition Services, how do you increase inclusion of students with moderate to severe
disabilities, how do you increase inclusion with related service providers

8/6/2018 4:41 PM

15 Isolation & Restraint updates Trauma-Informed Strategies Restorative Approaches to Behavior
Special Ed Law

8/6/2018 1:27 PM

16 More with Glenna sharing about the state level. 8/6/2018 1:15 PM

17 Continue inclusive practice. How to increase sped teacher instructional effectiveness. 8/6/2018 12:37 PM

18 Program Blending-ELL and special education for small rural schools. How to survive with the
teacher shortage and be compliant.

8/6/2018 12:18 PM

19 I have no suggestions 8/6/2018 11:31 AM

20 Co-teaching 8/6/2018 11:30 AM

21 I missed the safety net update. I find this helpful information generally. A legal year in review is
also really helpful.

8/6/2018 11:15 AM

22 The changes to Safety Net. Sound Options should do something on mediation. 8/6/2018 10:18 AM

23 MTSS PBIS HLP 8/6/2018 10:06 AM

24 I would like to see something on tangible ways Special Education staff are included in PLCs. 8/6/2018 9:56 AM

25 Inclusive practices and strategies for addressing student outcomes that have worked. 8/6/2018 9:51 AM

26 John Hattie- Evidence Based Instructional Strategies accross special ed/general ed 8/6/2018 9:40 AM

27 MTSS Implementation-How Special Educators are leading this effort 8/6/2018 9:31 AM

28 More related to equity and culture. 8/6/2018 9:17 AM
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29 I am always interested in learning more from districts that have strong interdepartmental
collaboration, especially related to professional development for staff.

8/6/2018 9:00 AM

30 Continued information regarding trends, upcoming changes 8/6/2018 9:00 AM

31 Continued and perhaps additional training on ESSA as new things arise and on funding changes 8/6/2018 8:52 AM

32 SAFETY NET!!! 8/6/2018 8:52 AM

33 Inclusion Continued shifting focus to prevention of restraint and isolation 8/6/2018 8:38 AM

34 SEL with Instruction with Explicit Instruction 8/6/2018 8:38 AM

35 More instructional strategy presentations for math and ELA - we are saying that we can close the
gap so we will need more specific information.

8/6/2018 8:25 AM

36 Ideas for recruitment of teachers Law session(s) 8/6/2018 8:19 AM

37 Trauma support in schools 8/6/2018 8:15 AM

38 Opportunities for more collaboration with job-alike folks. For example, a panel of directors of SPED
for small districts or rural districts.

8/5/2018 1:19 PM

39 ESSA improvements, progress made by districts 8/4/2018 7:09 PM

40 How to work with principals on reducing suspensions. How to address dis-proportionality. 8/4/2018 4:27 PM

41 Sessions around working with building leadership and partnering around change in practices. 8/4/2018 8:55 AM

42 Specific time allocated for ESDs to meet other than on new director's day. 8/4/2018 8:35 AM

43 What do good, effective transitions between Elementary to Middle School and Middle School to
High School for students with disabilities look like.

8/4/2018 8:14 AM

44 SEL as part of MTSS 8/4/2018 6:52 AM

45 I recommend that a summary of the CEC legislative summit becomes an annual session. 8/4/2018 6:51 AM

46 I think with first year/new directors it would be helpful to have a work session dealing with finance,
budget, and funding. At this point I feel like I don't have any idea where to start in this area.

8/3/2018 7:03 PM

47 More Glenda! She was great! 8/3/2018 5:15 PM

48 Wednesday was the best informational day for me. I do no know what should be included since I
am a 1st year director.

8/3/2018 4:39 PM

49 I definitely wanted to hear more about best practices for EBD programs/placements & also to have
a session on Safety Net.

8/3/2018 4:13 PM

50 Concrete examples of working instructional and professional development systems. What tools
work for student interventions, how to get creative with secondary intervention systems/schedules,
and teacher professional development systems.

8/3/2018 3:40 PM

51 More on program effectiveness in terms of implementation of high leverage practices and inclusion 8/3/2018 3:24 PM

52 Law and Special Education Behavior Challenges 8/3/2018 3:18 PM

53 Keep up the amazing work. Thank you for all your hard work. 8/3/2018 2:54 PM

54 Continued information about improving systems; Strategies to improve inclusive instruction;
transition (always); AT

8/3/2018 2:45 PM

55 I think we should address the overuse of para educators as a 1:1. 8/3/2018 2:43 PM

56 Leading for increasing teacher capacity. 8/3/2018 2:05 PM

57 I feel like we in special education are talking an enormous amount about how to move from a
focus on compliance toward educational outcomes, but I don't get the sense that there is as much
talk about this in teaching and learning departments or with superintendents. I'd like to see more
directors talk about any successes they have had making inroads in those conversations with
other district leaders.

8/3/2018 2:04 PM

58 Topics related to LGBTQ students, such as preferred name vs legal name and when it's OK to use
preferred names

8/3/2018 1:55 PM

59 UDL UDL and Assistive Technology Technology supports built into Google, Microsoft products and
iOS

8/3/2018 1:42 PM
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60 Mini- 9th Circuit case review. (Condensed version of what is done at the NW Law Conference.) 8/3/2018 1:18 PM

61 Current issues around the state. What does Glenna want us to know? What areas are coming out
of SEAC?

8/3/2018 12:30 PM

62 Student Led IEP’s, Transition opportunities for kids in rural, low income, migrant areas. 8/3/2018 12:24 PM

63 How to use paraprofessional’s properly 8/3/2018 12:24 PM

64 HLP, school improvement efforts- including PLC impact, changes to safety net, leading for change. 8/3/2018 12:23 PM

65 MTSS, UDL, SEL 8/3/2018 11:53 AM

66 UDL, Social Cognition 8/3/2018 11:41 AM

67 Less panel discussions where people are just talking and there isn't a ton of relevance to the range
of districts represented.

8/3/2018 11:40 AM

68 WISM workshop during breakouts as an option to the webinars the following week. This would
give an opportunity to ask specific questions in a face to face format.

8/3/2018 11:38 AM

69 More wins from the field. Systems of delivering specially designed instruction with integration into
general education.

8/3/2018 11:07 AM

70 focus on HLPs? 8/3/2018 11:05 AM
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Q6 What can we do to enhance the conference?
Answered: 74 Skipped: 25

# RESPONSES DATE

1 It could have been more interesting. The leaders could have dressed better and been more
professionally speaking and interested in their topics. More energy, etc.

8/10/2018 9:08 PM

2 some of the break out sessions weren't as good as in the past. More options for different topics
would be good.

8/9/2018 1:04 PM

3 The call for presentations was so specific that when I showed it to to folks they felt they couldn’t
present because it didn’t “fit”. Unfortunate because was the same topic as being presented in a
session and I can guarantee would have been more relevant. How about a panel from teacher
prep programs?

8/9/2018 11:02 AM

4 Fewer panels, more content. 8/9/2018 9:42 AM

5 nothing. I thought it went well. 8/8/2018 4:37 PM

6 ESD work and meetings with similar sized districts. 8/8/2018 1:53 PM

7 Nothing. I didn't stay at the hotel so didn't have issues with the elevator. :) 8/8/2018 9:10 AM

8 Less general MTSS/RTI/PBIS/SEL information. It was very generic - or at least offer varying levels
of this info. (FYI - your SEL presenter stated that Tier 3 IS special education...I have a feeling
OSPI might disagree with that.)

8/7/2018 3:04 PM

9 maybe a little longer breaks? 8/7/2018 2:59 PM

10 Possibly move to a different venue if possible. 8/7/2018 2:11 PM

11 Maybe consider doing registration for the sessions, to offer bigger space for the popular ones. Also
SEL was good but needed more time

8/7/2018 12:25 PM

12 Better internet connection 8/7/2018 9:21 AM

13 Longer sessions so that research support and/or data can be presented. 8/7/2018 9:03 AM

14 More specific examples of successful programs. 8/7/2018 7:29 AM

15 I thought it was great and I appreciated all of the hard work it took to execute the conference
without any major issues. Glenna's keynote was very helpful for seeing the bigger picture. It was
disappointing that the other two speakers with Glenna were not physically present.

8/6/2018 6:17 PM

16 I know it was situational, but having the speaker in person is always better. I feel many
presentations are presented to either larger districts or districts on the westside of the state.

8/6/2018 4:41 PM

17 Less "sit and get" and more opportunity to dialogue/process. 8/6/2018 4:19 PM

18 facilities where internet is more accessible. In addition, the phone app did not work on my phone
and several other colleagues as well

8/6/2018 1:48 PM

19 Continue to select strong key-note speakers next year. 8/6/2018 1:27 PM

20 Continue having at the hotel Murano or convention center. 8/6/2018 1:15 PM

21 Continue bringing in cutting edge keynotes. 8/6/2018 12:37 PM

22 Emphasis on Rural schools and their issues. East side schools represented in planning 8/6/2018 12:18 PM

23 I have no suggestions 8/6/2018 11:31 AM

24 Some of the concurrent session desriptions didn't match what the session was really about. 8/6/2018 11:30 AM

25 The inability to access the handouts was really frustrating. I was able to get the link to open on my
Mac on Thursday, after being initially locked out b/c my password (Sped18) would not work.
Thankfully you sent me another so I could eventually see all of the handouts that had been posted.
Unfortunately the Conference Materials page would not open on Friday so the materials were
unavailable. There has to be a better way.

8/6/2018 11:15 AM
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26 Make sure that all of the presenters understand the audience they are presenting to. The topics
should have more advanced knowledge of the subject.

8/6/2018 10:06 AM

27 Having time to interact with the topics within the concurrent sessions will be valuable. 8/6/2018 9:51 AM

28 Include Teaching and Learning Folks so that we can work together with them 8/6/2018 9:40 AM

29 More law updates, Equity training, trauma Informed practice training 8/6/2018 9:31 AM

30 It was a great conference! 8/6/2018 9:17 AM

31 I would consider combining lunch and the final general session on Friday. 8/6/2018 9:00 AM

32 This year was excellent. I can't think of anything! 8/6/2018 9:00 AM

33 Many of the breakout sessions provided basic information, however, I didn't walk away with
information which I could directly apply to my practice. It would be nice to see more sessions
aimed at providing information that could be directly applied.

8/6/2018 9:00 AM

34 Fix the internet, provide healthier options with breakfast (some fruit or something would've been
nice in the morning)

8/6/2018 8:52 AM

35 Better WiFi. All the materials were available on the ap but....... I couldn't log on. Because of WiFi
issues.

8/6/2018 8:52 AM

36 Perhaps a different venue with less technical issues. 8/6/2018 8:38 AM

37 The location, food, spaces for instruction are all great. I would keep that in place. 8/6/2018 8:25 AM

38 Consider district folks sitting with ESD one day so new people meet one another. Maybe have
folks sit with districts that are similar in size with one another for one day.

8/6/2018 8:19 AM

39 More seating - perhaps some tables in front but rows of chairs in back. Several sessions required
individuals to stand for the entire session.

8/6/2018 8:15 AM

40 Differentiate between "New Directors" and "New Administrators" in the Pre-Conference for New
Directors Session. As a former admin but new director (i.e., in charge of everything!) I had different
needs, questions than the others at my table that were first year administrators.

8/5/2018 1:19 PM

41 The "keynote" time devoted to state and federal work was important, but the delivery method was
painful. I think if Glenna had been the only presenter rather than having a screen with a persons
picture on it or a pre-recorded message, it would have been much, much better. She represents
OSPI so there is really no need for Rydahl to be a part of the presentation. And, the federal
component is only important if there are big federal changes which there have been few since
1974.

8/5/2018 1:15 PM

42 Larger conference breakout rooms 8/4/2018 7:09 PM

43 Maybe some way to allow a forum for special education administrators to bring a problem of
practice or maybe a PLC model or a structure networking forum.

8/4/2018 4:27 PM

44 The conference was wonderful, one of the best i've been to in years. 8/4/2018 8:55 AM

45 More variety and topics to choose from. 8/4/2018 8:35 AM

46 More space in the concurrent sessions 8/4/2018 8:14 AM

47 It was all Great! 8/4/2018 6:52 AM

48 Patrick Mulick always does a great job - I recommend you bring him back. 8/4/2018 6:51 AM

49 better wi fi, iced tea available at breaks and lunch 8/3/2018 11:24 PM

50 It would be helpful to anticipate which concurrent sessions are going to be widely attended and
either put them in a larger room or hold them twice, because I felt I was not able to go to my 1st
choice, or at times my 2nd choice, for some sessions because they were so packed. (Universal
Design for Learning, Leveraging Leadership, Assessing and Improving SPED programming, and
Inclusion).

8/3/2018 7:03 PM

51 Well organized - good speakers- good time 8/3/2018 5:15 PM

52 I know it was best intent but the video and skype call where both hard to engage in. Personal
speakers are more impactful

8/3/2018 4:39 PM
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53 I'd love to see more sessions where school districts and OSPI staff collaborate so that practitioners
can see how the OSPI information is being used "in the field"...

8/3/2018 4:13 PM

54 offer more space at each session..a lot of people had to stand for presentations 8/3/2018 4:05 PM

55 Fewer panel workshops. The topics drew me in but there was little to no actionable content. As a
result, other than the keynote, the first day was not useful for me.

8/3/2018 3:40 PM

56 This is my first time attending, so not sure if the location is always the same, but the spotty wi-fi
was frustrating. With that being said, the location was beautiful and it was an opportunity to
disconnect and engage in the conference:)

8/3/2018 3:24 PM

57 It was overall really great 8/3/2018 3:24 PM

58 I loved it, nothing needed. 8/3/2018 3:18 PM

59 Another great year. Thank you!! 8/3/2018 2:54 PM

60 The hotel is not user friendly for people with mobility issues. Lots of stairs, not easy to use
elevators. Have you considered a different venue?

8/3/2018 2:45 PM

61 I really missed having a pitcher of water at my table as well as at breakfast. 8/3/2018 2:43 PM

62 Regional group networking. 8/3/2018 2:05 PM

63 I want to hear more from districts who are working to improve their LRE indicators and having
success in broadening their continuum of supports to get more students more time in general
education while also making good growth toward the IEP goals. I'd like to hear how directors are
partnering with building principals to drive changes at the building level. I'd like to hear from
districts who have gotten creative with staffing and deployment of staff when they are faced with
shortages. I'd like to hear from districts who have created good professional development for
classified staff.

8/3/2018 2:04 PM

64 Nothing--it was great! 8/3/2018 1:55 PM

65 Reliable Internet 8/3/2018 1:42 PM

66 Possibly more breakout choices. 8/3/2018 1:18 PM

67 Provide sessions that are geared to more than just new administrators. If it is going to be for new
admin, then call it that.

8/3/2018 12:30 PM

68 More space. Some of the breakout sessions were so full, I couldn’t even get in for standing room
only. Ended up not enjoying some of the sessions because they had nothing to do with me.

8/3/2018 12:24 PM

69 Music 8/3/2018 12:24 PM

70 No additional ideas at this time. 8/3/2018 11:53 AM

71 Always have visuals for sessions and presentations 8/3/2018 11:40 AM

72 A few sessions felt like reports on doctoral work. Would like practical application workshops, not
an overload of research.

8/3/2018 11:38 AM

73 Better sessions. Some were very weak. 8/3/2018 11:07 AM

74 make the information accessible on my computer. I could only access through my phone which
isn't that useful for me personally.

8/3/2018 11:05 AM
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Q7 Other comments:
Answered: 38 Skipped: 61

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Thank You! 8/13/2018 10:22 AM

2 None 8/10/2018 9:08 PM

3 While I should speak for myself, many others were voicing, the same concern that it has been
years since this content has been relevant to experienced directors. I suggest more time with
Glenna, the transition presentations were great. Very well tuned to the audience. I am willing to
help with planning as I don’t feel that I should complain without offering help. I don’t know how to
find out about that. I will await announcements

8/9/2018 11:02 AM

4 Thank you! 8/8/2018 9:10 AM

5 Thank you for all your hard work in putting this on! So impressed with getting Temple Grandin -
she was an inspiration.

8/7/2018 3:04 PM

6 smoothly done, thanks 8/7/2018 2:59 PM

7 Love to see a session to hear from other directors on certain topics. See what others are doing for
hot topics. SEL, Autism, contracts, etc.

8/7/2018 12:25 PM

8 Thank you for all of your hard work. 8/7/2018 9:21 AM

9 This was my first WASA/OSPI SPED Conference and I am very grateful for the experience. Thank
you for the session on Wednesday for new SPED Directors.

8/6/2018 6:17 PM

10 Nice selection of food this year! 8/6/2018 1:48 PM

11 Thank you for all of your hard work and organization of this valuable conference! 8/6/2018 1:27 PM

12 Great job 8/6/2018 1:15 PM

13 This is one of the best as compared to previous years. Keynote were amazing. 8/6/2018 11:30 AM

14 I appreciate all the work that goes into putting this together. Also, nice job on the vegan meals!
None of the Bresko event food was edible but the lunch earlier in the day was quite nice.

8/6/2018 11:15 AM

15 The speakers were excellent! It would be great to break down the messages from Temple and
Carol into strategies that districts have used to improve outcomes.

8/6/2018 9:51 AM

16 This year's breakouts were not as useful to me this year. I was a bit disappointed. 8/6/2018 9:36 AM

17 I loved the messaging from Superintendent Reykdal and Glenna and look forward to the continued
leadership that they will provide in our state.

8/6/2018 9:00 AM

18 n/a 8/6/2018 8:52 AM

19 Thank you for having this. 8/6/2018 8:52 AM

20 N/A 8/6/2018 8:38 AM

21 Thank you for all of the efforts to make this such a strong conference! 8/6/2018 8:25 AM

22 Thank you for all the efforts that went into the planning and coordination of this conference. 8/6/2018 8:19 AM

23 Great conference - thank you! 8/5/2018 1:19 PM

24 Thank you. The breakouts were helpful. And, Carol is amazing. Thank you for sharing her with us! 8/5/2018 1:15 PM

25 Great conference - Carol Decker is so inspiring. It was amazing to hear Temple Grandin. 8/4/2018 6:51 AM

26 It could be helpful to have a list of suggested sessions to attend for new directors and reserve a
table in each session for these individuals.

8/3/2018 7:03 PM

27 Lunch was a little lean 8/3/2018 5:15 PM

28 Keep up the good work! 8/3/2018 4:13 PM
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29 unable to see most of the presentation of the isolation and restraint presentation, and not enough
time...he was unable to finish..the boards were set up too low, so those in the back could not see
much...would have loved to hear more Disappointed in WiFi and lack of hot water at the hotel

8/3/2018 4:05 PM

30 It was so wonderful getting to network with others from around the state! It was much appreciated
having breakfast, lunch and snacks provided.

8/3/2018 3:24 PM

31 Organized and useful! 8/3/2018 2:43 PM

32 There were very view sessions that I feel like I took away any new information from. Maybe I just
choose poorly, but I feel like there were multiple presentations that were not at all what were
advertised. The assessing and improving special education lessons from the field I expected to be
more concrete ideas to use in assessing my own district's program. Instead it felt like an
advertisement for Hanover. The Leveraging Leadership session felt incredibly self-congratulatory
and exclusive. As well as an advertisement for PCG...which demonstrated some questionable
business ethics in the past year for how they treated Goalview districts. Additionally, I have the
utmost respect for Glenna and if she respects John Collett, that does count a lot for me. However I
am very concerned that a Trump administration member who appears to be very lockstep with
Betsy Devos was given air time. Devos's agenda for privatization and profitization of public schools
has been made clear, and hearing Mr. Collett talk about outside of the box thinking raised my red
flags regarding those two issues. As special educators, the core foundation of what we fight for, is
that public education is a human right for all students. Betsy Devos clearly does not share that
value, and I am highly suspect of anyone who appears to be in lockstep with her agenda. Thank
you Glenna for your outstanding leadership of our state.

8/3/2018 2:04 PM

33 Great job!! Thank you! 8/3/2018 1:55 PM

34 In order to have your seasoned administrators return for future conferences, please have
presenters keep their audience in mind when they develop presentations.

8/3/2018 12:30 PM

35 Nicely done. Glad Johnny’s sound was finally solved. 8/3/2018 12:23 PM

36 Thank you! 8/3/2018 11:53 AM

37 The rooms are very crowded for the breakouts. I would recommend rectangular tables in the front
and just rows of chairs in the back. It is very uncomfortable to not be able to see the presentations.
Move away from rounds in the break outs!

8/3/2018 11:38 AM

38 I was unable to attend the conference. 8/3/2018 11:03 AM
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